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The power of a simplified 
learning model

Tom Sherrington 
@teacherhead
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The classroom | complex environment
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Daniel Willingham:

Memory is the 
residue of thought

Understanding: 
remembering in disguise; 

capacity to explain. 

Power of stories

Drills for 
fluency
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Sarah Cottinghatt: overpractised.wordpress.com
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Why did Henry VIII 
break from Rome? 

Love? 
Power? 
Faith?

Money? 
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Attention 
deficits

Memory overload 
(transience) 

Lack of prior 
knowledge Poor fluency 

of recall 

Task completion poor 
proxy for learning  
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It’s hard to imagine teaching 
without:

Reviewing material

Questioning and checking for 
understanding

Sequencing concepts; modelling; 
scaffolding

Guided and independent practice
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“The teacher, by lowering  
the level of questions 
and by accepting  
answers from a few, can 
keep the lesson going but 
is out of touch with the 
understanding of most 
of the class..” 
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Teaching is creative; creativity builds on technique
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Why do we need wind farms? 
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Why do we need wind farms? 
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Why do we need wind farms? 
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Communication | Shared understanding
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Responsive Coaching Walkthru | Josh Goodrich



Questioning 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1te_hDAOuzFoZTLzi7zkbI78U0QUPGYgtXQlN6uf_5eE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M0gmx5vDV6fw6WXnitiiSqEwSiOjqMb5ldaYJ5lknKo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jTEWO1EpHZ3jRAt4gzr0TqFXcRQnePth_hGkNCQgtuw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zvBqKFm6u0zSJm9O2noInQykpI-OncqAlJcZkgKQ16A
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Think about the character of 
Scrooge.  What three adjectives 
might you use to describe him? 

Why did you choose them? 

Answer Stem:
I think Scrooge is ….., ……. and ….. 
because …………
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The classroom | Principles  Mental model   Habits
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Thank You! 

Tom Sherrington
@teacherhead

teacherhead.com 
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